BEYELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES.
By CHARLES H. GREATHOUSE, M. A.,
Editorial Clerk, Division of Publications,
A NEW FIELD FOR AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES.

To furnish the right book to the right man at the right time is a
problem that faces every student of agricultural affairs who would
help men to better ways of farming. The need of offering the book
at the right time presents a new opportunity for the agricultural
library.
THE FAilMER'S SPECIAL NEED OF BOOKS.

The production of fit books for the advancement of agriculture has
long engaged the attention of promoters of scientific farming, but it
is only during the last century that these books, or the information
in them, have been supplied directly to the farmer. Furthermore,
this supply has been thus far chieñy by books singly at home, and
through the agricultural papers; and because the newspaper and the
single book can not cover the whole great field of agriculture, the
farmer has constantly found himself wanting information on one subject and his book or his paper offering him information on another.
When cholera suddenly breaks out among his hogs, his paper has an
article on sheep scab and his book deals with the diseases of the
horse. His need is a library within reach that will furnish in concise form the entire body of thoroughly i)roved agricultural science.
Libraries have multiplied and have grown in numbers of volumes
and in activity wonderfully during the past twenty-five years, and of
late they have begun to come to the farmer. Granges, farmers' clubs,
farmers' institutes, and farmers' reading circles have all helped to
create a demand for books, and to some extent have helped to meet it.
During the past ten years the traveling library movement has developed. As a result many small libraries are sent out to rural communities and are constantly exchanged among them. But these libraries
are made up chieñy of "light reading," and even such as are agricultural can not be depended onto meet cases of urgent demand, because
they are at one place only a few months. The establishment of permanent libraries of standard agricultural works near the farm home
is a suggested need. In this direction seems to lie another step, both
in library development and in the progress of scientific farming.
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SCIENCE UNAVAILABLE TO FARMERS IN MOST COUNTRIES.

For centuries agricultural investigators have gathered facts by
observation and experiment, and have wrought out in library and laboratory improvements in farm practice. The learning and advances
of one age have been j)i'<3served in libraries for the students of the
next. Libraries liave had a large share in making a science of farming
possible. But the great total of agricultural operatives in the v/orld
have hardly been effected b}^ science. The facilities for producing the
books necessary to teach better waj^s are ample, but the problem of
making tliem available to the masses has not been solved; in most
countries it has not even been approached. The bulk of agricultural
products are still wrung from the soil by main strength and awkwardness. Indian ryots, Chinese coolies, and Egyptian fellaheen, comprising more than half of the agricultural labor of the world, continue to
farm by traditional methods; and the peasants of Europe are little
better off. The clog to their jDrogress has not been a lack of books;
it has been the lack of an elementar}^ education; the lack not merely of
a habit of reading, but of knowing how to re^d at all.
AMERICAN FARMERS READY FOR LIBRARIES.

But in this country the first great step has been taken; most farmers are readers. They have proved themselves capable of understanding and applying improvements in farm practice. They are the
right men. It remains to put the tested and approved results of
agricultural science within easy reach at the right time. In doing
this, it is believed agricultural libraries may find a wide field for usefulness. An attempt will be made at the close of this paper to suggest
how they may occupy it.
BEGINNINGS OF AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES.

The founding of agricultural libraries in this country was first
undertaken by the agricultural societies established in several of the
States just after the close of the Revolutionary war. These organizations made part of their first work the collection of papers on farming and the publication of them first in newspapers and then in books.
These papers and publications, with exchanges, and gifts of similar
material from learned societies and persons, both in this countr^^ and
abroad, formed the beginning of agricultural libraries. Two of these
societies, the Philadelphia and the New York, besides the provision
of agricultural books for themselves, projected the establishment of
numerous branch libraries, and a third, the Massachusetts society,
systematically promoted the founding of kindred societies similarly
supplied with libraries.
WORK OF THE PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY.

The Philadelphia Society for the Promotion of Agriculture, established in 1785 at the -seat of government, with Washington and
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Franklin as members, in 1794 considered the founding of libraries
throughout the State of Pennsylvania. This was in connection with
the movement to organize a Pennsylvania agricultural society, to be
made up of farmers to a much larger extent than the Philadelphia
society Avas ever likely to be. The constitution and rules for the new
society were prepared by a committee consisting of George Clymer,
Timoth}^ Pickering, then Secretary of State, John R. Bordley, and
Richard Peters. One of the paragraphs was as follows:
It will also be the business of the society to recommend the collection of useful
books on agriculture and rural affairs in every county. The citizens of the county
should be drawn into a spirit of inquiry by the establishment of a small but wellchosen library on various subjects. This would not only promote the interests of
agriculture, but it would diffuse knowledge among the people and assist good
government, which is never in danger while a free people are well informed.

The country schoolmasters were to be the secretaries of the proposed branch organizations and the schoolhouses were to be the repositories of the "transactions, models, etc." But the country was not
ready even for an attempt to carry out this proposal. It vv^as years
before the Penns^dvania agricultural society was established, and the
schoolhouse libraries of agricultural books are still to come.
PLAN OF THE NEW YORK SOCIETY.

The New York Society for the Promotion of Agriculture and Manufactures in 1793 considered a plan, presented by Amasa Dingley, for
the establishment of branch societies throughout the State. This provided for the formation of an agricultural library in connection with
each society, as follows:
And also that each county society should be furnished with all the publications
on agriculture in America as Vv^ell as the most approved European publications.
This will lay the foundation of county libraries for the promotion of information
in every town and neighborhood in the v>'hole State, and will doubtless in a few
years be the means of disseminating much useful knowledge. But it is intended
that each county society shall alwaj^s defray its own expenses.

This plan was never realized, and there is no evidence that the
parent society ever had a very large library of its own as compared
with present collections. Some idea of the character of it^ library may
be gained from the writings of Dr. Samuel Mitchill and others, as
published in the society report for 1791. Among other authorities
referred to are Count Ginanni of Ravenna on diseases of wheat
(Delle malattie del grano in Erba in Pesaro, 1759), given by Sir Joseph
Banks, president of the Royal Societ}^ of England; Chateauvieux, who
describes a wheat parasite; Headrick's Essay on Manures; Summerville on Manures; Home's Principles of Agriculture and Essay on
Bleaching; Swinburne's Travels into the Two Sicilies; Fourcroy's
Chymistry; also, Tissot, Reaumur, Count Rumford, Lov/thorp, Van
Mons, Pliny, and Columella.
In closing his address to the society on January 10,1791, Dr. Mitchill
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said : "My hearers have niimerous volumes written within a few years
on economical subjects in the different modern tongues displayed
before them; or, if their classical taste should lead them to turn over
the pages of the Latin authors whose works are extant, Columella and
Cawley w^ill afford them abundant pleasure, while the Geórgica of
Yirgil and the Prsedium Rusticum of Yanier shall convey most solid
instruction to their minds."
LIBRARY OF THE MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY.

The Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture had something
of a library in 1797. The society began the publication of agricultural notes and extracts from agricultural discussions in the Boston
journals in 1793, and in 1795 printed a pamphlet containing, among
other things, two premium essays on the cankerworm, a history and
description of ''forward wheat," a premium essay on compost, an
account of maple-sugar making, and selections from foreign publications, including some account of Robert Bakewell's breeding of
sheep and cattle and of the methods of making Stilton and Cheshire
cheeses. Similar publications were afterwards made from year to
year and distributed to societies and persons interested in agriculture. To these and the books received in return were added "the
most reputable books and authoritative works on agriculture, purchased as issued." In 1815 there was published in the society quarterly, which had then been established, a list of the standard works on
agriculture of that day, about 125 volumes, and it may be presumed
that nearly all of them were in the society library.
THE INDIGO SOCIETY IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

In the South the only agricultural society library of this period of
which notice has been found is that of the Winyah Indigo Society at
Georgetown, S. C. This society was founded about the middle of the
eighteenth century b}^ well-to-do planters of that section, whose staple
product was indigo. Their original purpose was discussion of public
affairs and of their business interests, and in this way they probably
gathered a considerable number of publications, including books on
indigo culture. In 1755 they secured a charter, and in succeeding
years they gathered a library of such an extent that it became well
known.
AGRICULTURAL BOOKS IN COLLEGE LIBRARIES.

In the collection of agricultural works the colleges early took a leading part. Bowdoin, Harvard, Yale, Williams, Columbia, Dickinson,
Princeton, the University of Pennsylvania, Brown (then the University of Rhode Island), Rutgers, William and Mary, the University
of Virginia, and other schools of less prominence gathered libraries.
Among the books of each of these institutions there were undoubtedly
some volumes bearing on agriculture, though in some instances no
record has been found to show the fact.
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COLLECTION IN HARVARD LIBRARY.

The following list of books on agriculture in the Harvard library
catalogue of 1790 indicates what these agricultural departments of
college libraries probably amounted to. The catalogue form and
punctuation are retained.
Books on agriciilticre, Harvard College catalogue, 1790.
Blith (Walter) English improver, or a new survey of hnsbandrj^ 4to, London.
1649.
Certain ancient tracts concerning the management of landed property. 8vo.
Lond, 1767.
Columella (L. Junius Moderatus) : Of husbandry, trans, into Eng., 4to, Lond. 1745.
Dossie (Rob) Memoirs of agriculture, and other economical arts. 8vo. Lond.
1768.
Du Hamel (Mons) Traité des arbres et arbustes, qui se cultivent en France,2 tom,
4to, Paris. 1755.
Elements of agriculture, 2 vol. 8vo, Lond. 1764.
Farmers' Letters to the people of England, 8vo, 2d ed. Lond. 1768,
Georgical Essays, 12nio, Lond. 1769.
Harte (Walter) Essays on husbandry, 8vo, Lond. 1764.
2d ed. Lond. 1770.
Home (Francis) Prhiciples of agriculture and vegetation, 8vo, 3d ed. Lond. 1762.
HunteT (A.) Georgical Essays, 8vo., York, 1773.
Mémoires concernants Toeconomie rurale, par une société a Berne, 6 tom. 8vo.,
Zuric, 1760,61,62.
Miller (Philip) Gardner's Dictionary, fol. 7th ed. Lond. 1759.
Scriptores rei rustics veteres latini, a Gesnero, 4to, 2 tom. Lipsise. 1735.
Switzer (Stephen) Ichnographia rustica, or system of agriculture and gardening,
3 vol, 8vo, 2d ed. Lond. 1741.
Whately (Thomas) Observations on modern gardening, 8vo, Lond. 1770.
Worlidge's two treatises on husbandry, cyder and the cyder mill, 8vo, Lond. 1694.

Of 350 pages in this catalogue, 200 were devoted to theological books
and pamphlets, and a large portion to law and the classic languages.
It is not to be inferred, however, that this list represents all the books
in Harvard library at that time that would to-day be put in the agricultural class. There were undoubtedly in the total of 12,000 volumes
many treatises on botany, chemistry, entomology, and geology which
were valuable to the occasional student of farm problems. They were
not written, however, with any special reference tx) agriculture, and it
was not yet common for even j)rogressive farmers to pay much attention to any of these sciences.
AGRICULTURE IN GENERAL LIBRARIES,

In those early days agricultural books were na more numerous in
general libraries than at the colleges, and were probably not as much
used. Everywhere theology first by far, then law, medicine, history,
travels made up the great body of the books in the libraries outside
of such as were devoted to mere amusement. The volumes on agriculture in the classic tongues were about as numerous as those in
modern languages, and were generally better known.
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FRANKLIN'S INFLUENCE.

There was sometliing of an exception to the theological and classical character of the early libraries in that founded by Benjamin
Franklin in Philadelphia; there most of tlie books were devoted to
the useful arts, comparatively few to the iirofessions. One of the
two volumes sent over as a present to the society by Peter Collinson,
the London mercer through whom the first purchase of books was
made, was Philip Miller's Gardener's Dictionary. But even in Franklin's library the books on agriculture must have been very few.
One reason for this was that comparatively few of such works were
in existence. In the list of approved agricultural books given by the
Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture in 1815 about 125
volumes were noted. This list i3robably included nearly all the
valuable books on agriculture known in this country at that date.
Now tliere are more printed in almost any year than the whole number then extant. In a list made up in the Office of Experiment Stations
for the years 1896 to 1898, inclusive, there are 451 titles.
BOOKS ON FARMING IN THE NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY.

Tlie agricultural boolvs in tlie library of the Society of New Yorlv,
established iu 1754, numbered about 100 at the beginning of the centur3\ This is shown b}^ the early catalogues. Among the titles are
the following: New System of Husbandry, Yarlo; Agricultural Chemistry, Davy; Husbandry of the Ancients, A. Dickson; Ph^^tologia, E.
Darwin; Horse-hoeing Husbandry, Jethro Tull; Letters to Arthur
Young, Yv^ashington; American Gardener, Cobbett. There were also
a full set of the Annals, Rural Economy, and other writings of Arthur
Young.
AGRICULTURAL WORKS IN PRIVATE LIBRARIES.

A feature of this early iDcriod was the fact that a larger proportion
of public men lived in the country and managed farms than has been
the case for the past fifty j^ears. These men often had libraries in
their homes about as extensive as the college and society libraries,
and they spent much time in studj^ The details of public affairs
were not then so numerous nor the complications so intricate, and
more opportunity was afforded them for reading and investigation.
The greater part of library work for agriculture in those early years
was undoubtedly done in the private collections of such men.
SOME OF JEFFERSON'S BOOKS.

Among the notable private libraries of the beginning of the century
w^ere those of Washington, Jefferson, Pickering, Livingston, and
Mitchill. A part of Jefferson's books, including man}^ of those w^hich
he used in his agricultural investigations, are in the Library of Congress. (PI. XXXIX, fig. 1,) Among these are the following: Cazalet's
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Théorie de la Nature; ChaptaPs Elements of Chemistry; Fourcroy's
Elements d'Histoire Naturelle et de Chimie, four volumes ; Ingenhousz's Expériences et Observations sur Divers Objets Physiques,
and his Expériences sur les Végétaux; Lavoisier's Traité de Chimie;
Arthur Young's Six Months' Tour Through the North of England,
and his Travels in France; Bibliothèque Physico-Economique, fourteen volumes; Watson's Chemical Essays, five volumes; Scheele's
Mémoire de Chimie ; Traité Chimique de l'Air et du Feu ; also a volume of agricultural essays in English and French. One of the latter
is dedicated to '^ John Jeiferson," President of the United States.
Jefferson's interest in agriculture is best known perhaps from his
improvement of the plow; but, like Washington, he directed practical
operations on his own estate, and his books were a constant aid to
him for the purpose.
SLOW GROWTH OF AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES.

Agricultural societies continued to be established with the development of the States, and usuall}^ gathered libraries, but none of these
were of much importance. Indeed, the really efficient agricultural
libraries made their appearance only when the agricultural colleges
and experiment stations had attained such a growth as to make such
libraries a necessity.
A good library is said to have been gathered, along with collections
of material illustrative of agricultural instruction, at the Gardner
Institute, founded in Maine in 1823, but Jewett's account of American
libraries, written for the Smithsonian Institution in 1850, makes no
mention of it. In 1839 the establishment of the division in the Patent
Office for the collection arid publication of agricultural statistics and
the promotion of agricultural interests generally, was accompanied
with the collection of agricultural works; but even here growth of the
library Avas slow, for this Patent Office collection was turned over to
the Department of Agriculture when it was founded in 1862, and with
all the impetus of this new movement to promote its increase, the total
number of its books in 1875, after thirty-six years of existence, was
only 7,000 volumes.
AN AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY SOCIETY.

The only agricultural library society of which any record has been
found was established at Amherst, Mass., about the middle of the
century. A meeting of persons interested was held in Agricultural
Hall in that town on January 9, 1858, and the Amherst Agricultural
Library Association was organized, with a membership of eighty.
Luke Sweetser was made president and Henry Holtz librarian. The
books were kept in a store in Amherst. The membership fee was
$3 a year, and on February 15, 1859, an assessment of 20 cents on
each member had to be made to pay the debts of the association.
After a few years of struggling existence the society disbanded and
1 A 99
32
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tli^ books were scattered. Two volumes, lire's Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures, and Mines, are still shown as part of the Amherst public library.
SIZE OF EARLY AGRICULTURAL LIBRAEIES.

Perhaps the best CTidence of the slow progress of agricultural
libraries in early years is to be found in the small numbers of volumes
gathered, but it must be remembered in making comparisons that no
libraries were large in that day. The following list of agricultural
libraries, with the numbers of volumes in each, is from the Manual
of American Libraries, published by William J. Rhees in 1859:
Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, including 125 books belonging
to the Society for Promoting Agriculture, Boston, 1,000 volumes; Essex
County Agricultural Society, Salem, Mass., 650; Michigan State Agricultural Society, Detroit, 253; Michigan State Agricultural College,
Lansing, 300; Mississippi Agricultural Society, Washington, Miss.,
1,000; New York Agricultural Society, Albany, 2,300; Philadelphia
Horticultural Society, 1,050; Cincinnati Horticultural Society, 500;
Wisconsin Agricultural Society, Madison, 300; United States Agricultural Society, Washington, D. C, 200. It is true that there are
occasional omissions in this list, such as the Massachusetts Horticultural Society at Boston, with 900 volumes, but they are not sufficient
to materially affect the fact that such libraries were few and smalL
Even the founding of the agricultural colleges under the MorriU
Act did not at once hasten the growth of ^agricultural libraries. This
is shown by the fact that the report of the Bureau of Education on
libraries, made for the Centennial Exposition in 1876, though it has a
chapter on college libraries, hardly mentions one of them in its text.
In its tabular statement, however, it notes libraries at agricultural
colleges at the following places: Auburn, Ala., 1,720 volumes; Fayetteville, Ark., 300; Oakland, Cal., 12,000 (entire library of University of Calif ornia) ; Irvington, 111., 500; Urbana, 111., 10,600 (entire
library of Illinois Industrial University); Ames, Iowa, 3,540; Manhattan, Kans., 3,000; New Orleans, La., 300; Orono, Me., 2,200;
College Station, Md., 1,500; Amherst, Mass., 1,500; Boston, Mass.
(Bussey Institution, Harvard), 1,500; Agricultural College, Lansing,
Mich., 3,700; Columbus, Ohio, 1,000; State College, Pa., 1,800; KnoxviUe, Tenn., 3,039; Blacksburg, Ya., 600.
Agricultural libraries in this Centennial table, in addition to those
just named, are as follows: Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C, 7,000 volumes; Illinois Board of Agriculture, Springfield,
801; Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, 2,800; Cambridge
Horticultural Society, Cambridge, Mass., 350; Botanical Gardens,
Cambridge, Mass., 2,500; Worcester County Horticultural Society,
Worcester, Mass., 1,100; Sherwood Hollow Farmers' Club, Binghamton, N. Y., 1,200; Board of Agriculture, Columbus, Ohio, l,456j
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Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, Harrisbnrg, 2,000; Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society, Philadelphia, 800; Winyah Indigo Club, Georgetown, S. C, 2,000; Agricultural Library, Montpelier, Yt., 300; Agricultural Library Association, Koyalton, Yt., 350; State Agricultural
Society, Madison, Wis., 1,000.
At the time of the Centennial report above referred to, general
libraries had grown rapidly, keeping step with the progress of the
nation. Thousands of new libraries had been founded since tlie
beginning of the centur}^ and marked improvement had been made
in librar}^ management.
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES OF THE PRESENT TIME.

Agricultural libraries have now been established in connection with
the agricultural colleges and exjperiment stations in every State and
Territory in the Union. In addition to their use b}" students in the
colleges and stations, most of these libraries are free to all who are
likely to be helped. In States in w^hich the agricultural college and
the experiment station are separated there are two such libraries, one
at the college and one at the station. In a majority of them the
shelves are open to all readers. Farmers are especially welcome.
TYPICAL xiGRICULTURAL COLLEGE LIBRARIES.

Of these college libraries, three or four will serve as typical. They
show management in three ways, namely, by the principal executive
officer of the school, by a board of the faculty, and by a university
library board of control. In the last case the agricultural college is
a department of the State university and the agricultural library a
division of the university library.
Massachusetts College Líbray^y.

One of the largest of such collections is at Amherst, Mass. It has
had the advantage since its establishment in 1886 of personal management by President II. H. Goodell, of the Massachusetts college and
experiment station, who was at one time offered the position of
librarian of Amherst College. He has, as a rule, selected the books
for the agricultural library, has superintended their cataloguing and
location on the shelves, and can in a few moments place his hand on
almost any book in the whole collection.
This is probably the only agricultural libraiy in the country having a
house devoted exclusively to its use. The library building (PL XXXIX,
fig. 2) is located on a low elevation near the main college building and
faces east. It is of granite, and has large, handsome windows, affording ample light all through the alcoves. The minimum of space is
given up to office work, and the maximum to shelving for the books
and space in ihe alcoves for reading. The shelves are open, and any
person who is allowed the x>rivileges of the place is free to select the
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volume he wants, examine it on the spot and read a^s much as he
wishes or as time will permit, and then return the book to the shelf,
or take it to the assistant librarian and have a proper record made,
leaving him free to take it home. The purpose has been to make as
perfect a working library for agricultural students as possible with
the means at command, but some agricultural books that are literary
treasures have also been gathered. The chief of these are unique
at once in their usefulness for study and in their position among
books by reason of completeness and thoroughness of the text or
by unusual illustrations.
The principal agricultural periodicals are on the table in the reading room, and fdes, complete and nearly complete, of the more notable
of these, present and past, are on the shelves. Of the total of 19,980
volumes in this library, 3,664 titles of books, embracing 9,192 volumes,
are on subjects distinctly agricultural. They are divided as follows:
Agriculture, agricultural chemistry, horticulture, the domestic animals, and the dairy, 1,911 titles, 5,753 volumes; botau}^, 946 titles,
1,736 volumes; entomology, 564 titles, 1,211 volumes; veterinary, 243
titles, 492 volumes. Books scientific, with agricultural bearing, number 774 titles, 1,737 volumes, divided as follows: Chemistr}^, 326 titles,
861 volumes; geolog}^, 110 titles, 330 volumes; meteorolog}^ 164 titles,
251 volumes; biology, embryology, bacterlolog}'^, miscroscop}^, 174
titles, 295 volumes.
Michigan College Library.

At the Michigan Agricultural College, one of the oldest of these
schools in the countr^^, and with a large number of alumni holding
responsible positions in scientific agricultural work, the library appropriation was at first distributed in equal amounts to the several professors, but the library is now under the supervision of a committee
composed of five members of the faculty appointed b^^ the ijresident
of the college. All recommendations for purchases of books must be
approved by this committee. The general i^olicy tends toward a generous supply of agricultural periodicals, and from $200 to $400 a year is
spent in that way. Purchases of books for the departments, as of
botany, entomology, etc., are made rather cautiously, though not in
a niggardly manner, with the purpose of maintaining a reserve fund
from which imx^ortant and expensive works can be bought when
occasion oifers. The library is considered especially, strong in general works on agriculture and on cultivation of the soil. In this line,
including horticulture, pretty much everything that is asked for is
bought, though not many books in foreign languages are approved.
Since 1884 a good many books on mechanical engineering have been
added, and with the establishment of the woman's department, household economy has received much attention. Duplicate volumes of
expensive books are sometimes bought so as to supply all members of
a class.
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The library now occupies the main portion of a large building, in
the front of which are President Snj^ler's ofñce rooms. The books
belonging most closely to each branch are kept at the rooms where
that stud}^ is taught, so as to be convenient as i^ossible for students,
but a re]3ort of them is made annually to the librarian. The students
have access to the library alcoves during work hours, and two or three
of the older students act as assistants to the librarian. The administration is thorough and businesslike. The accession book and shelf
list, together with the orders for purchases and receii^ted bills, form
a complete account of the handling of the books as they come in,
and show where the volumes are to be found. These accounts are
kept separately for the college and experiment station. The main
floor contains the books of the college, while the station collection is
in the galleries. The total number of volumes in October, 1899, was
19,380, of which about half were strictly agricultural.
Agricultural Lihray^y at Cornell,

The New York Agricultural College is a part of Cornell University
at Ithaca, and the books on agriculture in the main are kept in the

FIG.

24.—Horticultural Library at Cornell (owned by Prof. L. H. Bailey).

general librar}^ Besides those in the general library, however, tlie
teachers of the various branches have private libraries, whicli are
generally quite as free for proper use as the volumes belonging to
the school. Since 1883 the agricultural library as part of the general
library has been under the supervision of a council consisting of the
president of the university, the librarian, one member of the board
of trustees, and four members of the faculty.
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The volumes in the library relating directly to agriculture, horticulture, and dairy husbandry number about 5,000. Aside from these
there about 500 volumes on forestry, 1,200 on entomology, 1,200 on
veterinary science, and a very large collection of related chemical,
botanical, and other scientific literature, making in all from 15,000
to 20,000. The library is rich in serial publications. In addition to
these, of special importance is the library (fig. 24) of L. H. Bailey,
professor of horticulture. It is the largest collection extant of
American horticultural writings, and is open to all special or advanced
students in the college of agriculture. It is the general purpose to
make the university library rich in foreign horticultural publications,
while Professor Bailey's library provides American books of that
kind.
In the teaching at this school it is the custom to take one book as
the general guide in any subject, and then refer the students to many
other books for special topics. In that way something like 200 volumes are much used by students in the college of agriculture. It is
the purpose to give the student a thorough training in the literature
of scientific farming.
Wisconsin College Library.

At the University of Wisconsin the agricultural library is in Agricultural Hall under the general library control, and numbers nearly
5,000 volumes. It is open to students and visitors between 8 a. m.
and 5 p. m. Everybody has access to the books on the shelves, and
anyone may take out books by obtaining a deposit card from the
secretary of the board of regents. The library is used almost exclusively by the students and the faculty, but occasionally farmers and
others make use of it, especially of the collection of herd and stud
books, which now number 700 volumes.^
SOCIETY AND STATE BOARD LIBRARIES.

Agricultural libraries now found in many States consist of the collection of books belonging to agricultural and horticultural societies,
breeders' associations, etc., and to State boards of agriculture. Prominent among these, are the libraries of the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society and of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture at Boston ; of
the Philadelphia Horticultural Society; of the New York Agricultural
Society at Albany; and of the Illinois Board of Agriculture at Springfield.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society Library.

The library of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, founded in
1829, has about 10,000 volumes. It is one of the most notable collections on horticulture in the world. It has been gathered largely by
^The numbers of volumes in agricultural libraries, including those of other
agricultural colleges, will be found in the Appendix to this Yearbook.—ED.
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tlie efforts of Robert Manning, the present secretary of the societj'^,
who is also librarian. Many works in this library probably can not
be found elsewhere in America. Among its treasures are the following: Martius's Flora Brasiliensis, begun in 1840 and not yet completed; Host's Gramina Austriaca, 4 volumes, with plates; Tussac's
Flore des Antilles, 1808-1827; Basilius Beslerus Philiatri, 1613, the
oldest edition de luxe of any botanical work in existence ; The Flowers
of Japan and the Art of Floral Arrangement, by Josiah Conder, professor of architecture and architect of the Imperial Japanese Government; The American Grove, the earliest botanical work published in
America; Pinetum Woburnensis, published in 1839 by the Duke of
Bedford, only 100 copies being printed, and the copy here costing the
society about $100; Old Trees of ISTew England, a series of photographs,
with typewritten text, including pictures of the first Seckel and
Bartlett pear trees in New England ; Elms and Other Trees of ".N'ew
England, by Brooks and Dame, containing a picture of the Clark Elm,
at the house where Adams and Hancock were sleeping when aroused
by Paul Revere ; Flora Dánica, published by the Danish Government
in numbers from time to time between 1764 and 1883 ; Pomona Italiana,
by Gallesio, with illustrations unusually true to nature, cost 960
marks; Duhamel's Traite des Arbres Fruitiers, 7 volumes, cost $500;
Brooke's Gardens of England, with vignettes of palaces and colored
plates of surrounding grounds. There are also very complete files of
the leading horticultural periodicals of the past century and a half,
including all publications edited by William Robinson, of London,
and the most expensive work in the collection, Curtis's Botanical
Magazine, begun in 1793, 125 volumes, with 7,691 colored plates.
The library is now crowded into the front room at the Horticultural
Hall, 101 Tremont street, in the heart of the business district of Boston, but it is to have ample space in a fireproof building to be erected
by the society near the Public Library and other notable public edifices at Copley Square. '
The Pennsylvania Horticultural Society Library,

The Pennsylvania Horticultural Society Library, located at Horticultural Hall, Broad street, above Spruce, Philadelphia, was founded
in 1827. It now has over 3,500 volumes, consisting of works on horticulture and agriculture, including all reports of the leading societies
of this country. On its tables are kept regularly the leading horticultural and agricultural publications of this country, as well as some
from abroad. The library is open to the public for research, but books
are loaned only to members.
New York Agricultural Society Library.

The New York Agricultural Society Library was founded in 1832.
In 1857 it had 2,097 volumes, and was reported as "much used." It
had on its tables 76 agricultural journals, including nearly all of this
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country and 18 from abroad. It now has about 3,000 volumes. It is
open to the public, but is ''more especially for the benefit of life
members of the societj^"
Librari/ of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture,

The library of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture began to
accumulate soon after the board was established in 1852. In 1857 its
secretary stated in his report that it was probably "the most extensive
in the United States;" in 1860 he added, "The collection of works on
the honey bee is believed to be the best and most extensiA^e in the
country;" and, in 1865, "It is of great service to the public, more
especially during the sessions of the legislature. " The catalogue which
classifies and describes the books was published in 1899. It was prepared by the librarian, Mr. F. H. Fowler. There are 3,200 volumes,
many of them rare and valuable. A card catalogue is in course of
preparation.
Library of the Illinois Board of Agricidture.

The library of the Illinois State Board of Agriculture was started
in 1853, and there were 801 volumes in 1875. Since that date the
growth has been much more rapid, and there are now 5,000 books and
pami^hlets, 75 per cent of which relate to agriculture and kindred
industries. The library is open to the public; the live stock records
are most frequently consulted.^
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.

The most important agricultural libraries of this country, both from
the number of books and the use made of them, are the collections of
the Government, namel^^ the library of the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, the library of the Weather Bureau, at the
cervtral office in Washington City and at the stations throughout the
country, and the agricultural books in the Library of Congress.
Library of the Department of Agriculture.

The library of the Department of Agriculture (PI. XL) now contains
68,000 volumes, in charge of AV. P. Cutter, librarian, and a corps of
assistants. Of these books fully 75 per cent are strictly agricultural.
Most of the remaining are historical, biographical, or such documents
connected with the work of Congress or the other Departments as are
likely to be frequently in demand. The purpose is to have a complete working library for the use of the various Divisions of the
Department. Tlie books are received and placed according to the
methods most generally approved by leading librarians, with such
modifications as adapt them to evident needs. The shelves are open
to the employees of the Department, but books are to be left at the
desk, to be returned to their places by the librarian's assistants.
^ For list of agricultural libraries, inckiding those of other boards of agriculture,
see the Appendix to this Yearbook.—ED.
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Under proper regulations the books are also free for reference to tlie
public generally. Volumes needed in researches which are being
prosecuted in the several Divisions of the Department are taken to
the Division rooms, and there remain until the work in which they
are needed is completed or until an urgent call comes from some
other direction. Each Division has some books which are kept constantly in its rooms. In tlie Bureau of Animal Industry and the
Division of Statistics the numbers run into the thousands. These
books are in use every day by the Department scientists and other
workers, and the results of their investigations are continually issuing
from the Government Printing Ofíice in publications which are sent
to investigators and libraries throughout the world and to public men
and farmers in all parts of the Union. Probably nowhere in the
world is an equal use made of books on agriculture.
The growth of the library on the whole has been gradual, though
much accelerated in recent years and with much improved library
methods. The beginning was made in 1840 with the appointment of
a clerk in the Patent Office to gather agricultural statistics. When
the Department of Agriculture was established in 1862 the library
which had been collected in the agricultural section of the Patent
Office was given to it, but some time elapsed before all the books were
removed to their new quarters. Indeed, as late as 1877 the first report
of the New York Society for the Promotion of Agriculture was received
at the Department library from the Patent Office.
Purchases of books are made by the librarian with the approval of
the Secretary. Very generally such books as are recommended by
the head of a Division are procured, especially when wanted for an
investigation actually in progress. Accessions in 1899 numbered
about 4,000 volumes. Lists of accessions are published quarterly.
Library of the Weather Bureau,

The Weather Bureau has about 20,000 volumes. Of these 12,000
are upon meteorology and climatology, constituting one of the largest
collections of the kind in the world. Possibly that of the National
Library at Paris is larger. But, certainly, no other similar collection is
used so directly and constantly for the advancement of agriculture. The
remaining 8,000 books are chieñy upon physics, including a special
collection on electricity and magnetism. There are also groui)s on
mathematics, astronomy, and other related subjects. A few old and
rare volumes are kept, but entirely for their scientific value. Such
are La Place's Mécanique Celeste and Bojde's works, in handsome
quarto editions. The leading periodicals on meteorology and physics are on the shelves. The accessions are about, 1,000 annually,
being largely exchanges from meteorological institutions throughout the world. The books are constantly in use by the scientific
corps of the Bureau and are issued to employees generally, subject
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to recall when needed. They are free to the public for reference.
The Bureau stations are all supplied with small technical libraries,
while in several of the large cities, as Boston and New York, considerable collections have been made.
Agriculture in the Library of Congress.
The books on agriculture in the Library of Congress occupy a
unique position. Their chief use is by Congressmen when considering legislation concerning the farming interests, and thorough work
among these books for the information of a committee may lead to
far-reaching and most important results. In addition to this they
are free for use in the reading room. The collection fills six book
stacks and numbers 10,000 volumes. It includes sets of United States
and State reports of the earlier periodicals, of herdbooks and studbooks, and under the copyright law all American publications on
agriculture that are protected by copyright. There are also a few
notable old books on agriculture, including some in foreign languages.
Besides the books classed together as agricultural there are many rare
and valuable volumes in the special collections, such as the Jefferson
library previously mentioned.
AGRICULTURAL BOOKS IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES.

In addition to agricultural libraries there are several hundred public libraries in the United States which have considerable collections
of agricultural books. Some of these devote a dozen alcoves to this
class, furnishing to the intelligent and industrious student a good
opportunity to fit himself either to write upon agricultural topics or
to engage actively in farming, so far at least as reading can accomplish
that result.
The shelves in such libraries are not, as a rule, open to the reader.
In some of them it would be of little use to him if they were; for the
books are not carefully arranged according to classification. For
example, in one of the great city libraries it puzzled one of the most
experienced attendants to point out even the main portion of the
books on agriculture. But the card catalogue affords a ready key and
supplies the student in some respects more satisfactorily than he
could supply himself in a thoroughly well-arranged library. There
is always, of course, the drawback that it is impossible to judge of
the availability of a book by reading the catalogue entry anything
like as well as by a glance at it upon the shelf or by a moment's running through its pages. Among the most important of these collections in public libraries are those in Boston, "New York, Chicago, and
Philadelphia.
Boston Public Library.
At Copley Square, near Boylston street, in Boston, the public library
offers to readers for twelve hours daily each week day and for a part
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of Sunday nearly 750,000 books and a very large number of nev»'Spapers and periodicals. Of these, some 20,000 are useful for reading
in one branch of agriculture or another.
The reading room, thoroughly well lighted, will accommodate 310
persons, and the force of attendants is at all times sufficient to secure
deliver}^ of books in eight or ten minutes. The reader consults the
card catalogue, which is kept in a separate room in a semicircular
case 8 feet high, with a subtending diameter 40 feet long. The
classification and cross references are so complete that hardly anything on agriculture would be overlooked.
After determining what books he wishes to consult, the reader fills
out the call blanks and drops them into one of the small boxes which
stand at the end of each table in the reading room. The attendants, who constantly pass along the aisle for the purpose, collect the
.cards and bring the books. For home use, books may be drawn, and
they will be delivered at numerous branch stations.
Two Neiv York public libraries.

The public library in New York, for which a magnificent building is
under construction at Forty-second street and Fifth avenue, has
about 8,000 volumes on agriculture grouped in one of the galleries and
easily accessible for reference through the card catalogue. It has also
an index kept up to date for its periodicals, so that anything on
agriculture in current literature is at once accessible.
The Cooper Union Library has only a few hundred agricultural
books, but they are recent; and probably no collection in the country
is as much used by persons engaged in agriculture. The publications
of the Department are received regularly and lists of them are posted.
Philadelphia Public Library,

The Philadelphia public library has some 2,500 volumes on agriculture. These are in the great Ridgway Building at Christian and
Broad streets and in the main library building on the corner of
Juniper and Locust streets. While the work is in the hands of a
private organization, the books are practically free for reference, as
in any public library. The library is well supplied with books of the
earlier decades of the closing century, but little effort is made to keep
up with current publications, except in landscape gardening.
Chicago Public Library,

The public library of Chicago has 7,000 volumes on agriculture and
science bearing upon agriculture. These books are free to the public
either for use at the library reading room or may be taken home.
There are fifty-nine branch stations throughout the city at which a
request may be left, and the book will be delivered at the station
free. The printed finding lists issued by the library contain, in
classified form, short author and title entries of all the books in the
library. There is also a card catalogue giving fuller author, title,
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and subject entries than the finding lists. The John Crerar library
also has a considerable collection of agricultural books, and, under a
division of labor agreed upon with the Public and the Newberry
libraries, will eventually have the agricultural library of Chicago.
COLLEGE AND SOCIETY AGRICULTURAL BOOKS.

In addition to the agricultural collections in the public libraries
are the books on agriculture in society libraries and in public schools,
colleges, and universities. Of these, may be mentioned several thousand volumes at Columbia University in New York, which include the
most important of recent i3ublications ; also collections at Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, University of Pennsylvania, University of Chicago,
university of Michigan, University of Wisconsin, and the University
of Indiana. In Harvard and Yale books of recent date are not found
in the main libraiy. At Harvard work on agriculture has been given
over to the Bussey Institution, while at Yale the agricultural teaching
has been transferred to the agricultural college at Storrs. Nevertheless, the agricultural books in the Yale collections are among the
most interesting and important from the librarian's standpoint of any
in the country. Most notable are books on horse breeding and horsemanship, collected by Prof. W. H. Brewer, and a complete set of the
agricultural essays of JaredEliot, published from 1748 tol760. Among
these latter is a volume of the essays published in 17G0, Avhich bears
on the fly leaf Roger Slierman's autograph as a mark of ownershii^.
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES FOR FARMERS.

Farming wisely followed affords large opportunities for reading
and investigation. The long winter nights by tlie fireside are proverbial as offering time for study. Strong inducements are now presented by granges, farmers' clubs, reading circles, and traveling
libraries to spend these quiet hours in the satisfying mental exercise
of reading upon the daily problems of farm life. Books for this
purpose are supplied mainly by the Department of Agriculture, the
agricultural colleges, and State libraries, by granges and farmers'
clubs.
Reading courses with libraries.

The establishment of farmers' reading courses in Pennsylvania,
New York, Connecticut, Michigan, and other States has been accompanied by the sujiplying of books to farmers, but in most cases these
books have not been sufficient in numbers to be called libraries. In
Connecticut, however, a library of fifty to one hundred volumes is
furnished to clubs of ten or more farmers who have completed a prescribed two years' reading course and received a diploma. The library
is kept one year by such a club and then forwarded to another
recently formed club of the same kind. This plan gives a sort of
post-graduate course, which promises to be very attractive to farmers
actually engaged in the business, who want to farm according to
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scientific principles. Prof. L. H. Bailey, who started the reading
courses in New York and has made a study of those of other States,
said recently of this feature in Connecticut: ''The reader often
receives more benefit from these libraries than from the two years'
preliminary reading."
In ISTew York some of the books have been supplied for the farmers'
reading clubs by writing and printing them expressly for the time
and purpose. The plan of work was made with the intention of
reaching farmers who were not already studying their business in
books. Simple, short, and easily digested treatises were, therefore,
desired, and it w^as found best to prepare them from the beginning.
With the same purpose of spreading an interest in scientific agriculture to the most remote farming districts, societies of children called
Junior Naturalist Clubs were organized. It was felt that in this, as
in all instruction, the most hopeful efforts would be with the young.
If the most important facts and the fundamental principles of agricultural science could be imparted to the children in rural communities
generally, a wide advance in farming would be made when these
children come to work the land. Here, again, leaflets and bulletins
were specially prepared, and during the season of 1899-1900 great
progress has been made. At the close of 1900 nearly 20,000 children
were studying in this way. One of these clubs is shown b}^ ñg, 1,
PI. XLL
Traveling libraries of agricultural books.

The traveling library movement originated in 1892 by Melvil Dewey,
librarian of the New York State Library at Albany, has from the
start been an especial boon to rural communities, and an effort has
usually been made by the organizers in the various States where the
system exists to encourage farmers to read books on farming and
domestic science. But in some of the early libraries sent out to farm
neighborhoods in Wisconsin, and probably in other States, there was
not a single book dealing with agricultural topics. The reason was
that the managers of the work believed the books must be entertaining and attractive, and this opinion was founded on experience. IsTow,
however, in several States it is made a point to send at least one book
on agriculture with every library, and many traveling libraries are
made up entirely of works on farming, horticulture, and home making and keeping.
]!^ew York, through the home-education department of the University of the State of New York, offers, among fifty lists of traveling
libraries, two that are made up entirely of agricultural books. One
of these lists contains thirty-four volumes and the other sixty. With
the smaller, some volumes on other subjects may be secured if asked
for. The agricultural lists are specially recommended to farming
communities. They are loaned under proper regulations to existing
libraries, to granges, farmers' clubs, and similar organizations.
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In Wisconsin a list of *'good books for the farmer" is now sent
by the State library commission to rural applicants, and oners are
made to encourage the use of these books by farmers and their familes. Small pamphlets and leaflets from the Department of Agriculture and the Wisconsin bulletins have been well received, but longer
and more difficult works have gone slowly.
In Connecticut a í^pecial list of works on agriculture is sent out by
the State library commission and are strongly commended to libraries
in rural neighborhoods.
In Illinois the traveling libraries (PL XLI, fig. 2) are made an
adjunct of farmers' institutes. There are two branches of the library
work as organized. One in charge of A. B. Hostetter, superintendent
of the farmers' institutes, who has general supervision of the other
branch also, provides books on crops, stock, soils, fertilizers, etc.,
while the other, under the management of Mrs. Joseph Carter, Mrs.
-Emma T. Davenport, and other women interested in farm progress,
.furnishes works on domestic science. The legislature in 1898-99
^appropriated $15^000 for the farmers'institute, and a share of this has
tbeen set aside for the traveling libraries. The lists of books have
been made up during the winter of 1899-1900, and the libraries are
sent out as fast asiproper attention can be given to the applications.
The Indiana traveling libraries which are sent out by the State
commission offers one book on agriculture in each of the first twenty
lists made up by the commissioners for general reading. There has
been considerable demand from Indiana, as from other States, for publications of the Department of Agriculture to add to the agricultural
books furnished by the traveling libraries.
In Iowa a movement is on foot for the creation of a library commission. In the meantime the State librarian is sending out 73 traveling
libraries, mostly to rural communities. In the first 23 are 41 books on
agriculture. The number will be increased as the demand warrants.
The Pennsylvania library commission, established under a law
jpassed in 1899, will give careful attention to the claims of agricultural
books to a place in its lists.
Under the Michigan law passed in 1895 the State librarian sends
traveling libraries to every library in the State having over 1,000
volumes which chooses to associate itself with the State library ior
the purpose, and some of the books furnished are agricultural; but
the chief opportunity for farmers to obtain libraries of agricultural
works is in connection with the farmers' institutes, reading courses,
and similar work conducted by Clinton D. Smith, director of the
State experiment station.
In addition to these State-aid agricultural libraries, there is one
system of traveling libraries under private management that supplies mainly agricultural reading' It is maintained by the Seaboard
Air Line Kailway in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia, and
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managed by Mr, John T. Patrick and Mrs. E. B. Heard. Mrs. Heard'«
work is entirely philantliropie. The libraries (PL XLII) contain
from 40 to 60 volumes, largely publications of the Department of
Agriculture, and are sent to all important stations along the line of
the railroad. After remaining thirty days at a place they are usually
exchanged.
Orange libraries.

The Patrons of Husbandry throughout the United States have
always, since their organization thirty years ago, systematically
encouraged the establishment of libraries by the granges, as the subordinate lodges of the order are called. In all there are undoubtedly
several hundred such grange libraries, but many of them have given
more attention to general reading than to agricultural books. But
most of them have received Yearbooks, Farmers' Bulletins, and other
popular publications of the Department of Agriculture, and also the
bulletins of the State experiment stations and the reports of State
agricultural and horticultural societies and breeders and dairy associations. In this way they have proved eifective in the promotion of
scientific farming.
SUGGESTION FOR PERMANENT LIBRARIES FOR FARMERS.

The Department of Agriculture promotes and stimulates reading
on agricultural topics by farmers themselves to a greater extent than
any other single agency in the world. It has printed and circulated
annually for the past five years on an average 6,000,000 copies of its
publications. Kearly all of these have been sent to farmers directly,
many of them through the instrumentality of Congressmen, to whom,
under the law, two-thirds of the Farmers' Bulletins and 94 per
cent of the Yearbooks are supplied for distribution among their
constituents. In addition, the experiment stations in all of the States
publish bulletins on their work which are valuable to the farmer
directly, and these are distributed to applicants. These publications
are believed to be well prepared and reliable, and can be furnished
at a low cost. This suggests that permanent libraries, largely of State
and United States publications, and under the joint management of
the State and federal authorities, with a system of lectures on agriculture, might be made a very effective means of agricultural progress.
Such a movement would be received in a différent spirit from that
which met the efforts of the agricultural societies a hundred years
ago. The scientific farmer is no longer ridiculed. He is obser^^ed,
sometimes envied, often imitated. The problem of furnishing all
farmers with the means of becoming scientific in their methods is
largely the problem already suggested, of bringing the right book to
the right man at the right time. A large percentage of farmers have
come to know that it is possible to get help from books. The difiaculty is to put the instructions that will help where the farmer can
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get tliem on the clay that a i)uzzling question, whether of breeding or
cultivation, x>î'esents itself. It does the farmer little good to receive a
pamphlet covering certain information months before or after the
subject has forced itself upon him. Pamphlets are to him much like
newspapers—good for a day only. Also it does not meet the need for
him to know that a book can be had by application to the State agricultural college or the Department of Agriculture at Washington. It
will be too late when it comes, and he can not keep it till another
occasion arises, a month, a year, or ten years later. lie must have
all the information he can carry in his head. The reading circle,
farmers' institute, and traveling library will help in this. But also he
must have a permanent agricultural library at the nearest practicable
point. The State and national authorities ma}^ combine to furnish
this, using a recent suggestion of Mr. F. A. Hutchins, of the Wisconsin library commission, that town and village libraries should be open
to the support and the use of the surrounding farming communities.
The}^ might go further, and establish in every district school, under
the control of the directors (trustees) and the teacher, a thoroughly
good library of standard agricultural books. It would be an important part of the work of the National Government to keep these collections supplied with the results of recent discoveries, so far as available
for practical application to farm oi)erations.
Another suggestion for the location and care of such agricultural
libraries is that they be put in the post office under the supervision of
the x^ostmaster. The books would then be in the hands of a federal
official. The convenience of such an arrangement is manifest when
it is considered that farmers could send for mail and books at the
same time, and that some one capable of attending to calls would
always be at hand.

